Google: “Wedding Registry Mississippi”

Page 1 Google Results:

6 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry South Carolina”

Page 1 Google Results:

5 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Alabama”

Page 1 Google Results:

4 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Georgia”

Page 1 Google Results:

4 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Page 1 Google Results:

4 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Page 1 Google Results:

4 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Delaware”

Page 1 Google Results:

3 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Louisiana”

Page 1 Google Results:

3 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Tennessee”

Page 1 Google Results:

3 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Texas”

Page 1 Google Results:

3 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Arkansas”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Connecticut”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Florida”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Indiana”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.

Google search results for "wedding registry indiana" showing the top results, including retailers like Target and Amazon, and a search for wedding registry options in Indiana. The image also highlights Shop Local logos at the bottom.
Google: “Wedding Registry Iowa”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Kentucky”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Missouri”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Virginia”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Wyoming”

Page 1 Google Results:

2 out of 10 results are retailers using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Arizona”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Colorado”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Maryland”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Massachusetts”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Michigan”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry New Hampshire”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry North Carolina”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Ohio”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Oklahoma”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry Washington”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Google: “Wedding Registry West Virginia”

Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.
Page 1 Google Results:

1 out of 10 results is a retailer using Shop Local Store software.